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As we prepare to exit a year that has challenged the hospitality industry with a nearly continuous 
stream of unimaginable circumstances, it is with a measured sense of hope that we look forward. 

From pandemic to wildfires to racial injustice, we’ve been forced to re-evaluate every single aspect of 
how we do business. It has been an emotional time, and an incredibly  difficult one. Challenges have 
come from all angles. As we prepare for the future, we’re celebrating the resilient spirit of the people 

who make up our industry.  We have been in awe of the creativity, innovation and sheer willpower 
we’ve seen from coast-to-coast, in all areas of the industry, and from all sizes and types of companies. 

While we would like to say that the challenges are all behind us, we anticipate that this spirit will 
continue to fuel innovation for the year ahead. The industry will have to continue to embrace the 

coming challenges with agility, creativity…. 
and a whole lot of hustle. 
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Celebrating its 15th anniversary this year, San 
Francisco-based af&co. provides strategic media and 

marketing programs.  Passionate about hotels, 
restaurants, food, wine, spirits, travel, and destinations, 

af&co. is known for bringing a fresh approach
with bold results. 

@afandco

Formerly af&co.’s consulting services division, 
Carbonate is a brand communications and creative 

services agency, specializing in food, beverage, 
hospitality and food tech. Using industry insights, 
strategic thinking, and creative vision, Carbonate 

helps clients rise to the top of a
competitive marketplace.  

@carbonategroup
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Last November, we published our 2020 Trend 
Report, “We’re Not in Kansas Anymore: The 
New Hospitality Landscape.” We had no idea 
how accurate this title would become. When 
this crisis  began, our team looked back at this 
labor of love with a bit of trepidation, expecting 
a completely irrelevant report. What we 
noticed, however, was that for many of our 
observations and predictions, quite the 
opposite was true. The biggest shifts we had 
observed at the end of 2019 seem to be even 
more prevalent.

https://www.carbonategroup.com/insights
https://www.carbonategroup.com/insights


2020 Trend of the Year “Vegan Goes Viral” (cringe)

While we may never use the word “viral” again, 2020 was still the year that 
vegan cuisine entered the mainstream. Plant-based foods are so 
mainstream now that we’re seeing entirely plant-based restaurants 
specialize in world cuisines not associated with the concept: plant-based 
Italian, Mexican, soul food, tacos, Trinidadian and more. OZO is the official 
“Plant-Based Food Choice of the Denver Broncos,” so it’s clear this way of 
eating has gone way beyond the fringe. No longer a polarizing dietary 
choice, plant-based menu items are popular for their taste and 
presentation well beyond any health drivers. Added benefit: plant-based 
menu items often have lower food costs, allowing for increased profit 
margins or lower price points for your guests. The only question is what do 
you call that “mozzarella” on the vegan pizza or the “shrimp” in the 
plant-based gumbo?

Ex. ShadoBeni (Pittsburgh, PA) vegan Trinidadian street food; Souley Vegan (Oakland, CA) vegan Louisiana 
style comfort food; Casa del Vegano vegan taqueria (Dallas, TX)

ShadoBeni Buss Up Shut with Choice of Vegetables



2020 Trend: Meat the Future Cell-Cultured Meat & Vegan 
“Meat”

A few years ago we highlighted plant-based meat alternatives, then 
cell-grown, lab cultured meat. Last year, we noted cell grown seafood 
(finless fish) as well as lab-created dairy. Now we’re seeing the 
emergence of 3D printed meat which aims to reproduce the appearance, 
texture and flavor of premium cuts of meat or fish (as opposed to 
ground) in a way that is easily and affordably replicable.

Redefine Meat

Ex. Israeli company Redefine Meat has developed a 3D printed plant-based steak alternative; 3D Bioprinting Solutions is 
partnering with KFC in Russia to develop chicken nuggets made with 3D printed cell-grown chicken and plant-based materials.



2020 Trend: Ghost Kitchens get Going

Following the 2008 Great Recession food trucks flourished, because they 
offered a smaller capital investment and could offer food directly where 
people were. Ghost kitchens combined with delivery services are the 
2020 evolution of this concept. Multiple models are emerging, but in 
order to provide restaurateurs with more than a real estate deal, these 
multi-operator kitchen models have to provide efficiencies and brand 
support. New emerging models include back-of-house technology, and 
high-quality, restaurant-friendly delivery to provide a cost-efficient way 
for restaurants to reach new markets and scale effectively.

Ex. Crave Hospitality Group comprises 16 award-winning chefs and 
restaurateurs offering a designed-to-travel food and beverage 
experience, providing the restaurants with state-of-the-art kitchen 
suites purpose-built for collaboration and a high-quality in-house 
delivery system. Reef Kitchens works with established brands to expand 
their brand with licensing agreements and the ability to reach new 
markets.

Crave Hospitality Group Mobile Servers



A few more of our 2020 predictions rang true this year. While we’d like to take all the credit for our crystal ball,
we do have to admit the global pandemic just might have helped these along.  

Courtesy of Ohza

Canned Cocktails
When we called this one we 

thought it was about convenience, 
but we’ve certainly been happy to 

be able to crack open a can to 
enjoy a craft cocktail that we didn’t 
have to make.  We didn’t imagine 
how many times we would do this 

over a zoom happy hour. 

Sourdough
We expected to see more 

sourdough donuts and 
pizza and croissants - in 

restaurants and bakeries. 
We didn’t think everyone 
and their neighbor would 

be baking it at home.
 

Restaurants Designed 
to Optimize Delivery
We thought restaurant design 

would shift to change space 
allocation and accommodate 

delivery better; we didn’t expect 
expedited curbside lanes to 

accommodate delivery drivers or 
windows popped open in walls to 

sell cocktails to go.

There’s No Place Like Home
Last year, we noted that many hotels and 
restaurants were taking a cue from home 

decor as people craved the comforts of 
home when they travel.  And we have 

spent a lot more time at home, that’s for 
sure!  Now we’re clicking our heels and 

saying “There’s no place like a restaurant. 
There’s no place like a bar. There’s no 

place like a hotel.”

Caribou CabinCourtesy of Donut Plant Element Hotels



Key themes that will impact 2021 



Expect creativity like never before as chefs embark on solo passion 
projects and restaurants embrace new ways of attracting guests. The 
2008 economic downturn spurred the food-truck craze. The COVID crisis 
will likewise accelerate a trend towards passionate cooks and out-of-work 
chefs working a cottage industry, cooking out of their homes and in 
rented or borrowed (currently closed) kitchen spaces to open 
micro-bakeries, popup restaurants, weekly delivery service and more. 
They are offering foods they love to their community, often with a special 
niche, providing something not readily available in the area. Many are 
using instagram to publish the menu and pre-sell orders online for 
specified pick-up or delivery. Likewise, established restaurants are 
embracing this change and trying things they never would have tried 
before including drive-in movies screened in a parking lot, virtual 
cooking classes, and more.

Ex. Kora bakery has a waitlist for its weekly offer of Filipino donuts 
(New York, NY); Bridgetown Roti is a Caribbean food pop-up selling patties, roti and sides 
(Los Angeles, CA); Amiga Amore offers comforting Mexican-Italian flavors (Los Angeles, CA); 
Wolfgang Puck Catering now offers virtual interactive cooking classes and events

Amiga Amore’s Danielle Durran-Zecca 
and Noprese Salad, photo credit Clay 
Williams



After months quarantining at home, many are ready to say goodbye to 
their (too) cozy spaces and seek the calming comfort of the outdoors - 
enhanced by the fact that the open air provides a safer place to socialize 
with others. Even in areas where the climate can prove challenging, we 
expect to see more and lasting interest in outdoor options for dining, 
entertaining and events. As cities issue guidelines for outdoor structures 
and heating elements expect more convertible, covered and heated 
outdoor areas that open up in good weather. Hotels are likewise adding 
many more outdoor activities and options for guest to enjoy the great 
outdoors. 

Ex. Table for One (Sweden) offers a full meal for a solo diner in a meadow; Ett offers a five- 
course meal in the woods for one person (Atlanta, GA) The Vault Garden (San Francisco, 
CA) took advantage of the courtyard in front of the Bank of America building to open an 
all-year outdoor dining oasis; Chicago hosted the Winter Dining Challenge to spur creative 
development for feasible and functional outdoor dining spaces

The Vault Garden credit Hardy Wilson



Business owners of all sizes will have to closely consider how they are 
actively seeking diversity, review their hiring practices, ensure equitable 
pay, and more. Widespread calls for a more representative industry 
caused major shifts in the legacy food media and award organizations. 
This, coupled with an increasingly more diverse audience (hello Gen Z), 
will offer more opportunities for people of color and shine the light on 
lesser known cuisines. Please don’t call it “ethnic food” as many foods 
once considered “ethnic” are now rightfully ingrained in American 
culture (salsa, dulce de leche, sriracha.) 

Ex. Airbnb’s Project Lighthouse to uncover discrimination; KFC + Yum! Brands announced 
a $100 million, five-year effort to tackle inequality and invest in education and 
entrepreneurship; Bakers Against Racism raised over $1.9 Million for racial justice in what 
became a worldwide effort

Bakers Against Racism credit Rob Rubba



The future of

Sustainability seemed to take a back seat at 
the beginning of 2020 as concerns about 
spread of disease created a need for 
single-use items, but concerned consumers 
and an already passionate industry are not 
losing sight of the environment. We see this 
playing out in four main areas: packaging, 
food waste, localized food systems and 
tourism. It’s no longer a fringe movement 
when Burger King introduces a “low 
methane” burger, Just Salad announces a 
climatarian menu, Fat Tire is the first 
certified carbon neutral beer, and Panera is 
the first national chain to label entrees as 
“climate friendly.”



Delivery is here to stay, the only question is how restaurants will operate 
to meet this increasing demand. That demand will spur innovation for 
sustainable food & beverage packaging and lead to higher-performance 
products as well as more efficient and thoughtful delivery systems. 
Challenges with many compostable products are related to how well 
they keep food at temperature for travel, and the fact that many 
communities don’t have the means to actually compost them. In 
attempts to maintain quality, many operators are using other types of 
packaging. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
statistics reported by MarketWatch, food and packaging make up about 
45% of items in U.S. landfills so any changes here can make an outsize 
impact.

Ex. McDonald’s in the UK is partnering with Loop to test reusable cups; Frugalpac 
introduces a new 94% paper wine bottle made with recycled paperboard; Johnnie Walker 
whiskey is introducing 100% plastic-free packaging for early next year; Zero Grocery offers 
a grocery delivery service with no plastics 

Loop Cup Courtesy of  McDonalds

Frugalpac’s  recycled paper wine bottles



Food waste is a huge issue, not just clogging up landfills but also 
highlighting distribution inefficiencies and economic inequality; it occurs 
all along the supply chain. Emerging eco-conscious companies and 
legacy brands are stepping up to the task and making marketable 
products with what was once considered waste. After six months of 
quarantine cooking consumers are a lot more aware of how they use 
their food purchases and we believe this has made people more open to 
a “waste not, want not” approach from brands. In fact, A Future Market 
Insights study found food waste is a growing business worth $46.7 billion 
in 2019 with an expected annual growth rate of 5% for the next 10 years. 

Ex. Ugly Pickle turns ugly produce into pickles; Good Use creates cold pressed juices with 
ugly surplus produce; Imperfect Foods offers online grocery shopping and delivery of 
flawed produce and grocery items; Republic of Tea introduced new Upcycled Tea using 
wine grape skins and coffee waste; nonprofits JBF Waste Not and Zero FoodPrint are both 
focused on this issue.

Imperfect Foods



Images of food rotting in the fields and empty grocery market shelves 
when the coronavirus shut-down first hit showed the great inefficiencies 
and insecurities in our food distribution system. People turned to their 
local communities as farmers banded together to sell food directly to 
consumers in their markets, hobbyist cooks started selling sourdough 
bread, cakes and pickles to neighbors, and urban restaurants began 
weekly deliveries or offered pick-up services for fans further afield 
bringing favorite dishes to them. Even as restaurants and industrial food 
supply systems return to regular operation we expect that many of these 
COVID-era transactions will have staying power as people have built new 
relationships with local brands.

Ex. Empire Brands partnered with Infarm to grow and harvest a range of fresh 
produce in select Sobeys, Safeway and Thrifty Foods stores across Canada; 
Pomella (Oakland, CA)  offers a weekly CSA for Friday and Saturday pick up from 
its produce provider; 80 Acres Farms offers curbside pickup and is sold direct to 
consumers in Kroger.

Pomella CSA Produce Boxes



Cities that were in the past crippled by the relentless weight of 
over-tourism had an unintentional respite and are now evaluating 
options for finding equilibrium moving forward, balancing much needed 
tourist income with livability and long-term viability. While sustainable 
travel called for not doing damage, now the industry is looking at ways to 
actually improve a destination with investment and support. Expect to 
see: cruises stationed further out from port cities with limited 
reservation-only tours for passengers, increased tourist taxes on cruise 
lines, limits on short-term home rentals to tourists or a negotiated tourist 
tax on home rental sites, and hotels, resorts and tour operators 
developing programs to really support communities and preserve and 
protect natural resources. 

Ex. Tourism New Zealand is looking at measuring its success not solely in economic terms, but 
also against the well-being of the country, considering nature, human health and community 
identities; Key West (Fla.) just voted to ban cruise ships of over 1,300 people, give docking 
priority to the cruise line with the best environmental and health records and to limit total 
number of passengers disembarking to 1,500 per day. 

Cruise ship in Key West harbor, credit Steve Apps





Birria is big! And cheesy, and messy, and delicious! It’s also called 
quesabirria, stemming from queso (cheese) and birria, a Mexican meat 
stew traditionally made from goat but now often made with beef or 
lamb. It includes a tortilla usually dipped in a chili laced broth, melted 
cheese and the stew, often served with a side of consomme for sipping 
or dipping. It has been surging in popularity first in Los Angeles (by way 
of Tijuana) and then San Francisco for years, and now it is beginning to 
take hold on the East Coast. This dish is perfect for this moment: 
comforting, made from inexpensive ingredients and a mash-up of tastes. 

Quesabirria  on the griddle at El Garage

Ex. El Garage (Richmond, CA); Estefani’s Restaurant (Boston, MA); Birria-landia (New York, NY) 



Hot cocktails will make a comeback this year as many people 
will continue to gather and drink outdoors and as restaurants 
and bars have built up outdoor dining spaces. While we can 
expect the Hot Toddy, Hot Buttered Rum and Irish Coffee to 
proliferate, we expect to see many new creative additions to 
the cocktail cannon incorporating hot tea, mulled wine, and 
cider as well as other drinks designed to be served warm.

Ex. Dead Rabbit’s Taproom (New York, NY) Spiked Hot Chocolate with Irish 
Whiskey, amaro, sherry, Chartreuse, oat milk and cream; Sobre Mesa (Oakland, 
CA) Cremosa de Cocoa with spiced rum, red wine, sweet potato liqueur, 
chocolate, toasted marshmallow, ginger, and coconut crema

Sobre Mesa Cremosa de Cocoa credit Sadé Stamps



Ex. P.F. Chang’s announces plans for 27 P.F. Chang’s To Go delivery-only locations by end of 2021

Chinese-American restaurants had delivery down way before it 
became popular. Their cuisine is a taste of comfort for people of all 
ages and nationalities despite where they grew up. While it may 
have been out-of-fashion for a while, we believe Chinese-American 
food is about to make a comeback. Chinese-American food 
presents an opportunity for reinvention, offering people the tastes 
they know and love but with more transparency towards 
ingredients and where they come from and perhaps refining 
some recipes or preparations to reduce sugar or oil. It is 
dependably delicious, but for many of us, not something readily 
made at home. We’re not going to say the food is authentically 
Chinese, but rather that it has evolved into its own identity now 
enshrined in the American taste memory. 

Graphic by Carbonate



While we have named Chinese-American cuisine as our trend of the year, we 
want to acknowledge many of the other cuisines we see rapidly rising in 
popularity. Some of these are rising particularly in specific regions of the 
country, and we expect them to take some years before they expand the local or 
state level, others have more national traction and we expect to see them take 
hold and continue to grow. 

Regional Indian - We’re excited to see more variety and specialization in Indian 
food, presenting a bounty of flavors and dishes from all over the country.

Afro-Carribean - These flavors are taking hold often in unexpected ways and 
forms, let’s see greater appreciation for the subtle and not so subtle variations of 
food from this vast region.

Singapore/Malay - It was only a matter of time before Singapore and Malay 
cuisine began to take hold. Laksa may be the gateway dish and we are 
predicting (and hoping!) to see it proliferate in coming years, bringing with it a 
wealth of other dishes and flavors to get excited about. 

Jewish -  Bagels, babka and Jewish style delis are popping up everywhere as 
both restaurants and popups creating great fanfare and devoted fans. 

Patties at Bridgetown Roti, credit Chris Ryan

Ex. ShadoBeni (Pittsburgh, PA); Bridgetown Roti (Los Angeles); Dabao 
Singapore (San Francisco, CA) 

Laksa at Dabao Singapore, 
credit Dabao  Singapore





As restaurants were forced to look at alternative revenue streams during 
the shutdown, many began to sell ingredients and components of their 
popular dishes to be enjoyed at home. For consumers who really 
embraced online shopping for groceries, especially consumer groups 
who had not yet purchased groceries online, it became a natural 
extension to purchase meal kits and ingredients from their favorite 
restaurants. We expect this trend to continue as consumers become 
accustomed to using restaurants in this way and as restaurants continue 
to need additional revenue sources to offset lower capacities in dining 
rooms. Canela Paella Kit To Go

Ex. Canela (San Francisco, CA) offers Paella kits, spices and ingredients to go; E&O Kitchen 
& Bar (San Francisco, CA) launched E&O Trading Co., a marketplace offering staples, grab 
n’ go meals and specialty beverages; Domo, a new concept from the owners of the 
popular Boca & Sotto (Cincinnati, OH) restaurants offers delivery dinners that require less 
than 15 minutes of simple finishing; Gott’s Roadside (Bay Area, CA) has introduced a line of 
retail sauces

Gott’s Roadside line of retail sauces



Restaurant suppliers were forced to quickly figure out how to unload 
products and continue sales when restaurants across the nation shut 
down. Many pivoted to online direct-to-consumer sales. As restaurants 
across the nation continue a slow path to pre-pandemic business levels, 
and consumers have gotten way more used to cooking at home, these 
companies have built out the necessary infrastructure and developed an 
entirely new customer-base for their products. Expect consumers to win 
out with easy access to restaurant quality ingredients as this trend 
continues.

Four Star Seafood

Ex. Restaurant food suppliers Four Star Seafood & Provisions, DineMarket, Pepper, and Choco 
all pivoted to sell directly to consumers



Virtual brands are becoming the ultimate market study, allowing 
restaurateurs, both independent and chain operators, to test the waters 
and see how a concept resonates in a particular community. They may 
become the ultimate side-gig to established brands, allowing restaurant 
companies to differentiate across multiple concepts and expand their 
audience by attracting new guests to their virtual concept. This can be 
especially successful when destination restaurants offer a more casual 
concept for delivery. Consumers are calling for transparency around 
these “ghost brands,” wanting to know who is behind the brand, 
although in most cases, convenience reigns king. 

One Market Mark & Mike's Reuben Sandwich, credit Hardy Wilson

Ex. Large chains made huge news with the nationwide launch of virtual brands like 
Brinker International’s It’s Just Wings; Meso (San Jose, CA) introduced Meso Kebabery; 
Jasmine Norton’s The Urban Oyster is a virtual-only oyster bar with burgers and oysters, 
raw, chargrilled and fried operating out of a closed hotel restaurant (Baltimore, MD); One 
Market (San Francisco, CA) introduced Mark n’ Mike’s Jewish deli concept

The Urban Oyster credit Kate Grewal



Nothing like a global pandemic to increase worry about 
cross-contamination and food-safety issues. Don’t expect to see a buffet, 
salad bar, grocery store or cafeteria self-service area open any time soon. 
New technologies are providing a way to allow for customization while 
keeping food safe, behind barriers and under temperature control, all 
while minimizing physical contact. Cafeterias, hotels and grocery stores 
are all experimenting with these options.

Sally, courtesy of Chowbotics

Ex. Chowbotics’ Sally, a fresh food robot, is now being piloted in seven major 
grocery stores around the country to replace self-serve salad and prepared food 
bars, where customers can order a customized meal through a contactless app. 
Hotels around the nation have staffed buffets to offer assisted service rather 
than self-serve or offer covered mini-plates. 



HEALTH DRIVEN
Monkfruit - is a low calorie natural 

alternative sweetener 
Ex. Monkfruit in the Raw, 
ENLIGHTENED Ice Cream 

Sea Buckthorn - is appreciated for 
its flavor and its purported 

nutritious benefits Ex. Nordi Sea 
Buckthorn & Salt Caramel Dark 

Chocolate

WASTE REDUCTION
Okara - is a byproduct from maiking tofu and 

can be eaten on its own or converted into a 
gluten free flour Ex. Renewal Mill Okara Flour

Cascara - cascara is made from the skin or 
husk of the coffee fruit after the beans have 

been harvested Ex. Caskai Cold Brew Cascara, 
Stumptown Coffee Roasters Strange Magic

Whole Fruit Chocolate - uses the whole cocoa 
fruit in its production Ex. Barry Callebaut 

whole-fruit chocolate 

 

PLANT-BASED
Vegan cheese Ex. Oatzerella

Jackfruit - is the plant-based shredded/pulled 
meat Ex. Vegetarian Ropa Vieja at Chao Pescao 

(San Francisco, CA)
Hearts of palm - used as a plant-based fish 

substitute Ex. fried calamari from Crossroads 
Kitchen in LA

Banana blossom - is another plant-based fish 
substitute Ex.  Banana Blossom Fish & Chips at 

Sutton & Sons (London, England)

Renewal Mill Okara Flour Sutton & Sons Banana Blossom  
Fish & ChipsNordi 





How consumers shop for wine and other alcoholic 
beverages is undergoing a dramatic change. Complex 
liquor laws that vary state-to-state were altered during the 
pandemic to boost business; it is likely many of these laws 
will be re-examined, opening up great potential for 
opportunity for restaurants to continue their creativity as it 
relates to cocktail delivery. It is too early yet to say what the 
long term effect will be, and it will likely still vary state by 
state, but we expect to see great change.

Artet Cannabis Aperitif courtesy of  Piacere

Ex. Cannawine (Spain) offers Spanish red & white wines, as well as Sangria, 
enriched with cannabinoids; House of Saka (Napa, CA) produces infused pink, 
white and sparkling beverages; Artet makes a Cannabis Aperitif.

House of Saka Pink and White Infused 
Beverages



Beverages with benefits used to be all about the energy: caffeine to perk 
you up or electrolytes to keep you going. As we move into 2021, it’s all 
about the drinks that calm you down. When even Martha Stewart is 
marketing CBD you know it’s a BFD.

Kin's Dream Light credit Kin Euphorics

Ex. Pepsico launches Driftwell sleep aid drink; Recess sparkling water with hemp extract 
and adaptogens comes in many flavors; Kin Euphorics uses adaptogens and nootropics to 
offer drinks designed to elevate the spirit and relax the body



During the pandemic, many bars & restaurants embraced the 
opportunity to sell drinks to-go. Many of the best bars are offering their 
signature drinks in a kit to be assembled at home, offering consumers a 
premium quality cocktail from bars they love. Some are even selling their 
cocktails far and wide through retail channels.

Smugglers Cove canned cocktails credit Martin Cate

Ex. Dante (New York, NY) offers its bottled cocktails in packs including the Negroni 
Sessions and the Martini Hour, each of which includes four bottles of the bar’s signature 
variations on one drink; Smuggler’s Cove (San Francisco, CA) offers cocktails to go in cans; 
Rusty Bucket (multiple locations) rolled out a new Bloody Mary Kit, complete with 
pepper-infused vodka (to suit your level of spiciness), Bloody Mary mix, rimshot, veggie 
garnish, and kettle chips snack



How consumers shop for wine and other alcoholic beverages is 
undergoing a dramatic change. Complex liquor laws that vary 
state-to-state were altered during the pandemic to boost business; it is 
likely many of these laws will be re-examined, opening up great potential 
for opportunity for restaurants to continue their creativity as it relates to 
cocktail delivery. As canned cocktails are already common in 
supermarkets and consumers are getting used to grabbing a cocktail 
from one of their favorite restaurants to take home, people will continue 
to seek out convenience while still prizing hand-crafted drinks. We 
expect to see restaurants, bars and beverage brands bottling and boxing 
large-format pre-made cocktails for people to enjoy at their convenience. St Agrestis Boxed Negroni

Ex. St Agrestis offers a boxed negroni; Curio (San Francisco, CA) sells cocktails by the growler 
 Curio offers cocktails in growlers



It takes a little more effort to go out for coffee when you’re not going into 
the office, and most homes aren’t equipped with the magically refilled 
office coffee pot. Realizing that there was an opportunity with many 
more working from home, coffee brands are developing ways to produce 
high quality single brew coffee in the most convenient way possible, 
whether you’re at home or on the road. See you later, Sanka.

Mr. Espresso steeped single brew coffeeEx. Mr. Espresso has introduced coffee bags for steeping single brew servings; Sudden 
Coffee offers “your favorite coffee brands - made instant”.



A Distributor’s Perspective:
Magnus Riddiford, Founder, Wine Dogs Imports

With the restaurant closures earlier this year, wine makers, importers 
and distributors saw a huge proportion of their sales vanish nearly 
overnight. This has led to a major industry pivot towards direct to 

consumer sales. This means:

● Wine clubs are surging as consumers do their shopping from home and 
no longer have the same opportunity to discover new wines as they did 
when dining out

● Virtual tastings are attracting fans which offers huge potential to build 
long-term relationships as consumers seek entertainment and 
education and producers know a personal connection can help build a 
long-time sales relationship 

● Wineries will offer alternative wine packaging with servings of 1-2 
glasses geared to a single consumer 

● Wine partnerships with meal kits companies like Hello Fresh or Blue 
Apron will offer wines to complement meals by either partnering with 
wineries or creating private label wines

A Sommelier’s Point of View:
Tonya Pitts CS, WSET Level 2, Sommelier One Market, Noirsommelier

Consumers are looking to connect and engage with wine on a more 
personal level, understanding how it is made and the ideals behind it. 

● More packaging options will take hold targeting both single occasional 
drinkers and regular imbibers 

● Special interest wine clubs focus on wines made by BIPOC or women 
winemakers

● Restaurants will launch their own wine clubs to capture more wine sales

● Half bottles take hold as people drink less but want to try more 

● The box wine phenomena has really taken off in Europe. It is a slower 
moving concept here in the States due to the long-held stigma of bad 
wine coming in boxes, but it's a growing category because of the price 
factor and the need to process leftover wine juice.

● Labels will begin to really tell the story of who made the wine and where 
and how it was grown

● Social justice issues become a major topic of conversation: questions 
about farming practices, human rights of the workers and who is being 
represented in the winery and the wine industry. The conversation will 
move well beyond questions about sustainability, which has been part 
of the conversation for the past few years.



A CEO’s Perspective:
Brian Reccow,  CEO, Magnolia Brewing Co. 

The shift to direct to consumer sales necessitated by the 
pandemic has caused a huge difference in how many 

brewers do business.
 

● Off premise packaging is critical now, including crowlers 
and self-canning capabilities for to-go sales 

● Eclectic ingredients spur interest and attention, the curiosity 
drives sales, especially when only available for a limited time; 
this can be anything from IPAs to pastry stouts with 
unexpected ingredients.

● There’s growing attention for local malters using grain 
grown in the region.

A Craft Brewer’s Perspective:
Aram Cretan, Co-Founder/Head Brewer,  Federation Brewing

Canning and distribution have fundamentally shifted 
business models and how many craft breweries operate.

● Low calorie craft beers are taking up significantly more 
market share

● Renewed shift towards pilsners and lagers at the craft level

● Smaller mobile canning lines

● Craft brewers are re-trenching on core retail lines

● Fewer LTO offers
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As working from home takes widespread hold, hotel companies and 
tourist destinations are aiming to capitalize on the fact that people can 
work from anywhere. Hotels are eager to replace business traveler 
revenues by appealing to locals with special day-working packages. They 
are also marketing to newly-identified digital nomads with discounts on 
long-term stays. Family-oriented services that provide remote learning or 
childcare opportunities for children while parents are working are also 
growing in appeal, especially in the luxury market where high-end 
private schools have created livestream learning programs for students.

Ex. Barbados Welcome Stamp program offers a year long visa for remote workers; JW 
Marriott Orlando Grande Lakes “work from resort” package offers WiFi cabanas and and 
9-5 activities for children; Proper Hospitality partnered with Industrious to convert hotel 
suites into “Industrious at Proper Hotels” workspaces equipped with workstations, high 
speed WiFi, in-room coffee, cold brew, water and snacks, printing services, digital access to 
the New York Times and more.

Industrious at Proper Hotels



Offering both convenience and the safety of an in-room workout, hotels 
will offer rooms with integrated wall mounted home gyms like Mirror 
and Tonal for a way to work-out without going to the gym. Others will 
partner with Peloton, taking advantage of their dedicated user base and 
offer not just Peloton equipped gyms or in-room equipment but also 
digital memberships to provide guests access to the wide range of 
branded fitness classes that they can follow even without special 
equipment. 

Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley Tonal Fitness Suite 
credit Four Seasons Hotel Silicon ValleyEx. Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley (East Palo Alto, CA) offers Fitness guest rooms with 

integrated smart Tonal all-in-one fitness system with personal trainer; Mandarin Oriental 
Hotels offers Mirror Specialty Suites; Yotel New York’s (New York, NY) VIP Suite has a 
Peloton bike.



Realizing that many are and will be working remotely for the foreseeable 
future, hotels and airlines eager to get business travel back have 
launched subscription programs offering remote workers a place to work 
(and a place to stay) anywhere they want with subscription based travel 
packages and offering companies an easy way to bring employees from 
across the globe together.

A hot desk in a Selina CoWork space

Ex. CitizenM’s subscription model gives members access to workspaces in any citizenM 
hotel living room along with a monthly three-night stay with complimentary welcome 
drink and breakfast the following morning; Selina offers the subscription based Selina 
Nomad Passport for long-term working stays including accommodation and co-working 
space; United Airlines paired up with Peerspace to bundle flights with meeting space 
rental offering companies working remotely an easy way to book regular meetings 
including flights, meeting spaces, airport club lounge use, etc.



What began with digital check in a few years ago, has now expanded to 
offer a low contact experience either guided by proprietary apps or 
voice-activated systems. You can turn down the lights, order room 
service or adjust the air-conditioner without touching a thing. This 
provides not only convenience but also a layer of safety. 

Viceroy Hotel contactless guestroom
Ex. Fairmont Scottsdale Princess hotel (Scottsdale, AZ) and Viceroy (Washington, DC) 
partnered with Google to use the Nest Hub to offer guests contactless in-room control; 
Hilton offers mobile check-in and digital key as well room temperature, lighting 
adjustments and television remote control features via its Hilton Honors app.



Hotels have often made big business from weddings; now when 
weddings must be much, much smaller, they are redefining the 
experience to offer all-inclusive packages for small groups; obeying local 
regulations, and providing an easy experience. Gone are the passed 
appetizers and extensive buffets. Instead expect to see a virtual 
component to allow guests who are unable to attend to still participate 
and view the ceremony.

River Terrace Inn

Ex. River Terrace Inn (Napa, CA) offers an intimate wedding package for parties of up to ten, 
including bride and groom, which includes outdoor ceremony, Champagne toast, dinner and 
overnight stay; Royal Park Hotel (Rochester, MI) offers an intimate wedding package for parties 
of eight, including bride and groom, with ceremony, Champagne toast, photography, dinner, 
wedding cake and overnight stay; Off the Grid offers wedding packages providing mobile and 
fun socially distanced outdoor food service



COVID-19 put a stop to events world-wide, and while we do expect in-person events to eventually come back, their nature will be forever changed with tiered 
pricing and both real-time and recorded in-person and on-line options. This will need to be supported with new technology that enables seamless virtual 

conversation, discussion, and ways to keep people engaged with more interactive content, and small breakout groups.

Equipment Checklist
● Online presentation 

platforms with live 
streaming and integrated 
features for engagement, 
small group breakout 
sessions and networking

● AR/VR equipment

● Multi-party video 
conference capability and 
meeting rooms with 
integrated current video 
technology and sound 
systems

Infrastructure / 
Technology

● Full time IT person to help 
set-up and troubleshoot

● Enhanced HVAC systems

● Flexible meeting spaces to 
accommodate groups of 
different sizes with extra 
space for distancing

● Live translation

Health & Safety
● Certified health passes like 

CLEAR Health Pass

● Online pre-registration & 
contactless entry

● Instant contactless 
temperature checks

● Rapid testing equipment 
and staff able to conduct 
them

● Event pods and pre-booked 
table registration

● Registration or sign-in at 
each event /session for 
contact tracing purposes

Experience
● Coordinated shipping and delivery of 

materials to at-home participants

● AR/VR augmented experiences

● Meal vouchers through major third-party 
delivery companies for virtual attendees or 
pre-packed and pre-ordered meal options 
for on-site events

● VIP packages that come with a selection of 
local tastes from the event destination

● Personalized push notifications to virtual 
attendees 

● Virtual tours of the event destination 

● Recorded discussions, presentations and 
events available after (for a price)

● Increased gamification of events (quizzes, 
scavenger hunts, etc.)

Ex: The GGRA (Golden Gate Restaurant Association, San Francisco, CA) turned its popular Eat Drink SF festival this year into a mix of virtual and 
in-person events, combining industry webinars with a special dinner composed by six chefs from different restaurants and special menus offered at 
participating restaurants. Cameron Mitchell Premier Events offers meal kits for virtual meetings so participants feel connected; and caters larger 
events where they serve plated hors d'oeuvres and suggest guests don colored LED bracelets to signal when certain areas are open and have not 
reached maximum capacity. 
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Post-millennial youth, 
born between 1995 

and 2015

They are Digital Natives as they have 
little or no memory of the world 
without smartphones and they 
grew up in a globalized world. They 
are the most diverse U.S. population 
to date, with almost half of their 
population listed as non-Caucasian. 

According to data from Nielsen, 
Hispanics account for 22 percent of 
the generation, with African- and 
Asian-Americans comprising some 
15 and 5 percent, respectively.

Gen Z accounts for 40 
percent of global 

consumers in 2020 

(Mckinsey) and LinkedIn reports an 
estimated 44 billion in purchasing 

power

Gen Z-ers Care About 
Experiences 

...but to them it is more important to 
spend on those that enrich their 
everyday lives, such as hobbies and 
home entertainment. Millennials are 
more likely to splurge on things like 
travel and luxury hotels. Being so 
diverse, they bring an appreciation 
for food flavors and preparations 
outside of a eurocentric POV. (NPD 
Group)

More influenced by 
social media than 

Millennials

They do not distinguish between 
the in-person and digital worlds. 
Gen Z makes up 75% of Instagram 
users and over 40% of Tik Tok 
users. Marketing needs to be 
authentic, targeted, and timely, 
reaching them on their phones 
and in apps.
They prioritize convenience and 
prefer to avoid artificial ingredients 
and preservatives.

Ex. Snackpass is the latest app taking college campuses by storm, 
socializing snacks, letting users buy and send meals to others.  Think 

Venmo meets the Starbucks app, meets a new way to flirt. 



The state of the media is continuing to change rapidly and 
techniques to reach your target audience are changing. The 
consolidation of high quality media behind a paywall represents the 
final shift in how journalism adapted and corrected its business 
model for the new online world. Someone has to pay for it, and 
when advertisers aren't covering the total cost, people have to. This 
means there are less traditional media opportunities but with a 
more highly engaged audience. There are also an estimated 88 
million podcast listeners in the U.S. (Statista) with 49% of 12 - 34 year 
olds listening to at least one podcast/month. These niche mediums 
can be more effective than traditional media because the listeners 
are seeking out specific information that pertains to them. Social 
media is also continuing to evolve and influencers can be a very 
effective way of reaching your target audience as well as reaching 
target media. 



Augmented reality is still a few years out, but it is coming and smart 
destinations are beginning to take note. Consider this, along with the 
pandemic induced tide of virtual tours, and we can expect to see 
destination marketers, museums, cities, event planners and innovative 
new companies using this technology to great effect. Not only will all 
hotels and event destinations have to offer virtual tour previews of their 
site, but AR tours will begin to proliferate. Imagine pointing your phone 
at the Acropolis and seeing how it might have looked intact and painted, 
or at a restaurant and instantly pulling up reviews in your language, or at 
a landmark and pull up its history and relevance.

Baidu’s augmented reality programs for tourism

Ex. Baidu’s Encyclopedia Digital Museum (China) has created VR tours of the Forbidden City 
Palace Museum and the Terracotta Army, and they have also developed 3D interactive displays 
of Gaudi’s architectural works in Spain; etips has create AR travel guides for major museums, 
cities, landmarks and national parks. 



As businesses nationwide shut down offices, and many have been slow to 
reopen them, either by choice or local regulation, it is likely that the 
nature of office culture has permanently changed. This presents a 
challenge to HR teams and an opportunity as companies seek ways to 
build bonds between team members and strengthen company morale. 
From hotels & spas offering socially distant and low-contact corporate 
retreats to specialty food producers offering subscription programs 
shipping delicious snacks and treats to employees working at home in 
effort to replace the now-empty office snack stations, the hospitality and 
food industry was quick to offer corporations new perks while boosting 
their own business.

Charles Chocolates Artisan Chocolate Subscription Service

Ex. Roman Spa (Napa, CA) offers safe and socially distant corporate retreats; Rush Creek Lodge at 
Yosemite (Groveland, CA) will guarantee exclusive use of the spa for corporate events to ensure 
social distancing and less interaction; Charles Chocolates launched an Artisan Chocolate 
Subscription Program for employers to send to employees working at home, replacing the office 
lunch or snack station

Outdoor office retreat at Rush Creek Lodge



Brands and organizations are pulling together a council of culinary advisors 
to develop new products or create recipes from existing ones. 
The expert participation and support give consumers confidence in a quality 
product and builds trust while star participation can also lead to some PR 
coverage in the media. For chefs and sommeliers the opportunity to align 
with mission based companies that are compatible with their work and their 
beliefs offers opportunity and increased name recognition with potential for 
reimbursement or support for a charitable cause. 

Ex. TCHO Pros initiative features rising star and established chefs to inspire industry 
professionals, hobby bakers, and chocolate enthusiasts through the creation of inventive, 
chocolate recipes and tutorials; Dough Wines worked with a tasting panel of James Beard 
Foundation Chefs and Sommeliers to create the final blends, and will make an annual 
donation supporting areas such as restaurant recovery, equality in the kitchen and 
heightening food sustainability; Equator Coffees partnered with Thomas Keller, Dominique 
Crenn and Tyler Florence to create the Chefs Collection with a donation from the bags sold 
going to the chefs’ selected charities  

Tcho Pros David Rodriguez, Jessica Craig, Ethel Ko, and Russell Jackson



With the shifts toward retail and delivery, restaurants are finally getting 
smart about digital marketing. Restaurants have not historically had a 
strong connection to their customer data and third party delivery apps 
have made it even more difficult for them to capture that information. 
People are using restaurants differently than ever before, and marketing 
to the different types of user groups will become necessary. Restaurants 
need software that allows them to track how individual diners use the 
restaurant (delivery, dine-in, special occasion, destination travelers) and 
the savvy to understand how to use that information. Restaurant 
marketers can no longer send one email for all, they need to start 
segmenting their user groups and marketing accordingly. This calls for 
integrated reservation, POS and online ordering platforms partnered 
with direct outreach capability.

Sevenrooms Restaurant Software credit Sevenrooms
Ex. Open Table’s Open Door Program integrates reservation software with robust guest 
profiles, waitlist management, delivery ordering capabilities, POS system and automated 
guest segmentation and email campaigns; SevenRooms is an all-in-one reservation, seating 
and guest management platform including POS integrations, online ordering and payment, 
contactless payment and list segmentation.




